
EducationStarter Projects

Try downloading these project codes at code.irobot.com to 
kickstart your coding adventure!

Subject(s):
Coding and Robotics

Experience Level:
Beginner

Time:
Get Started Right Away!

Group Size:
Any number of coders

Supplies:
code.irobot.com

TouchBot
Code your robot to drive around 
when you activate its touch and 
bump sensors in the Virtual Arena 
or in real life!

PROJECT CODE: HUNAD

Bump Drive
Code your robot’s wheel power and 
bump sensors with Bump Drive.

PROJECT CODE: UAGCS

Touch Piano
Transform your robot into a robotic 
piano, by coding responses to its 
touch and bump sensors.

PROJECT CODE: F5D2K

iRobot Symbol
Draw the iRobot Symbol with a 
SimBot inside the Virtual Arena or 
with a physical Root Coding Robot!

PROJECT CODE: 2A2FC

http://code.irobot.com
http://code.irobot.com
https://code.irobot.com/?project=HUNAD
https://code.irobot.com/?project=UAGCS
https://code.irobot.com/?project=F5D2K
https://code.irobot.com/?project=2A2FC


Virtual Arena or Real 
World Robotics?

With code.irobot.com, you 
can run your code with a 
SimBot in our Virtual Arena 
right inside the code screen, 
or you can connect to your 
Root Robot live and in-
person!Draw a Square

Coding a square is as easy as one, 
two, three... four? Use this project to 
kickstart your problem decomposi-
tion skills.

PROJECT CODE: DTR7X

Pikachu
Use your robot to draw a popular 
cartoon character.

PROJECT CODE: CXJC3

Draw a Star
Twinkle, twinkle little star, oh what 
beautiful CODE you are!

PROJECT CODE: KX5KG
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Snowflake Designer
How are your robot dance moves?

Code Root to help test your muscle memory and stage a coordinated dance-off!

Going Further:
Now try to create a different type of snowflake by changing 
the angles Root turns and the distance Root moves.
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1. Drag out a When Boomerang Block. 
This block tells Root what to do if it sees 
a matching aqua Boomerang Block.

2. Now code 
Root to draw a 
simple shape, 
like a square.

4. Attach lots of Boomerang Blocks to 
the When Play Block to repeat your 
square shape and make a snowflake.
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3. Attach a Marker Block and a Boomerang Block 
to the When Play Block. Now, whenever Root sees a 
Boomerang Block, it will start to draw a square.
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4. Attach a Turn Block after your Boomerang 
Block. Edit to make Root turn just a little. w
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http://code.irobot.com
https://code.irobot.com/?project=DTR7X
https://code.irobot.com/?project=CXJC3
https://code.irobot.com/?project=KX5KG

